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Abstract: Less power consumption improves the battery life for mobile handsets, or could give rise to extra
transmission range extension for the same mean transmitting power. The low peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) in single- carrier systems has motivated the Long Term Evolution (LTE) Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) to adopt single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) as the
uplink multiple access scheme. System performance is evaluated in terms of bit error rate, packet error rate
and peak average power ratio (PAPR). In this paper, an overview of SC-FDMA standards is presented
together with software simulated physical layer performance results for each of the transmission modes
defined in the 3GPP LTE standard. Furthermore, we show that by applying pulse shaping in frequency
domain SC-FDMA signal, the PAPR of a localized SC-FDMA signal can be further reduced at the expense of
degraded spectrum efficiency. Simulation results show that a PAPR reduction of 1.9 dB can be achieved
when a root-raised cosine spectrum shaping filter with a roll-off factor of 0.5 is applied. This PAPR reduction
can be used to enhance the power efficiency of the handset, or alternatively to improve uplink spectrum
efficiency in LTE system.
Keywords: SC-FDMA, PAPR, pulse shaping, root-raised cosine.
and flexible sub-carrier frequency allocation offered by
OFDMA. Pulse shaping is required for single-carrier
systems to bandlimit the transmit signal. It plays an
important role in spectrum shaping in the modern wireless
communication to reduce spectrum bandwidth. A critical
analysis was carried out in [4] on pulse shape filtering in
wireless communication. It has shown that the pulse
shaping filter not only reduces inter-symbol interference
(ISI), but it also reduced adjacent channel interference. The
SC-FDMA uplink requires pulse shaping to limit ISI
between neighboring time symbols [5]. Pulse-shaped SCFDMA was investigated in [6] and further studies have
considered the impact of subcarrier allocation.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Fourth generation (4G) systems are currently in
development around the world [1]. They are largely
motivated by the increasing demand for high-quality
digital communications at continually increasing data rates.
Bandwidth efficiency is a measure of how efficiently the
allocated bandwidth is utilized in a wireless
communications system. LTE is designed to meet the user
needs for high-speed data. It provides uplink rates of up to
50 Megabits per second (Mbps) and downlink rates of up
to 100 Mbps [2]. The multiple access scheme in the LTE
uplink uses Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple
Access (SC-FDMA). The downlink uses Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA).
Significantly, these multiple access solutions provide
orthogonality between the users in a common cell, thus
improving network capacity by avoiding intra-cell
interference.

Battery life is another key factor that affects all mobile
handsets. Even though battery technology is improving, it
is important to ensure that mobiles use as little energy as
possible. Signals that have a high peak to average power
ratio, and thus require linear amplification, do not lend
themselves easily to power efficient RF amplifications [7].
As a result it is desirable to reduce the PAPR for energy
limited transmissions. Unfortunately OFDM has a high
peak to average power ratio. While this is not a problem at
the base station, where power is freely available, it is
unacceptable at the mobile handset. However, it is still of

SC-FDMA is a combination of single carrier
modulation, orthogonal frequency multiplexing, and
frequency domain equalization (FDE) [3]. It exhibits the
key advantage of a low peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR). SC-FDMA also provides the multipath resistance
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research and practical interest to further reduce the PAPR
in SC-FDMA system. In this paper, we extend the analysis
of power and bandwidth efficiency by considering the
frequency domain spectrum shaping in SC-FDMA signal.

Table 2: Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCS)
Parameters.

The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. In section
2, the simulation parameters and assumptions are
presented. Section 3 describes the system model of SCFDMA. Frequency domain spectrum shaping is presented
in Section 4. Simulation results are given in section 5,
which show PER against SNR for different transmission
modes and peak to power ratio. Section 6 concludes the
paper.
2.0 PARAMETER ASSUMPTIONS

Modulation
Coding rate
Coded bits per
subcarrier
Coded bits per
Symbol
Coded data
per Symbol
Nominal Bit
Rate (Mbps)

Otherwise stated, the numerical values for the SCFDMA parameters used in this paper are based on the
latest 3GPP TR 36.8414 standard [9] as given in Table 1.
SC-FDMA has been adopted as the uplink transmission
scheme in the 3GPP LTE standard [8]. In order to
investigate the link level performance of the LTE uplink, a
baseband LTE link level simulator was implemented in
MATLAB.

An LTE FDD system with 10 MHz bandwidth is
assumed. In the simulation, only six MCS levels are
considered as shown in Table 2. PHY layer BER, PER and
throughput are used as the main metric for comparison. A
packet size of 54 bytes is considered. A target PER of 10%
or less was assumed. In order to measure the PAPR of the
i-th transmission block, the complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF) is used as defined in Eq. (1).

Mode

Table 1: SC-FDMA Parameters.
Carrier Frequency
2 GHz
Transmission Bandwidth
10 MHz
Time Slot/Sub Frame
0.5 ms /1 ms
Duration
Subcarrier Spacing
15 kHz
Sampling Frequency
15.36 MHz
Total number of Subcarrier
1024
Number of subcarrier per
128
user
Number of occupied
600
subcarrier
Number of SC-FDMA
7
symbols
(5.21/80) x 1
CP Length (μs/samples)
Short
Channel Knowledge
Perfect
Pulse Shaping Filter
Root-Raised Cosine
Oversampling Factor
4
Roll-off Factor, α
0.5
Subcarrier Mapping
LFDMA
Schemes

1
2
QPSK

3
4
16-QAM

5
6
64-QAM

1/2
2

3/4
2

1/1
4

3/4
4

1/2
6

3/4
6

144

144

288

288

432

432

72

108

144

216

216

324

8.4

12.6

16.8

25.2

25.21

37.8

 max{| xtx (t , i ) |2 }

PPAPR (i ) = 10 log t
2
 E[| xtx (t , i ) | ]

(1)

PAPR0 represents a PAPR threshold and
max{| xtx (t , i ) |2 } is the peak transmit signal power.
t

E[| xtx (t , i ) |2 ] is the average transmit signal power. The
PAPR is compared against the above threshold to
determine how often it is exceeded. We then plot the
Complementary Cumulative Density Function (CCDF)
against the PAPR0 threshold. A threshold probability of
0.1% {Pr{PAPR > PAPR0} = 10−3) is used. This
probability represents the 99.9-percentile PAPR, and is
donated as PAPR 99.9%.
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Fig. 1 SISO model of a coded SC-FDMA system.
previously transmitted blocks due to multipath delay
spread and hence maintains orthogonality between the
subcarriers.

3.0 SYSTEM MODEL
3GPP LTE uses SC-FDMA to achieve multiple access
[1]. A block diagram of a single antenna SC-FDMA
system is illustrated in Fig. 1. SC-FDMA can be thought of
as a form of modified OFDMA for uplink transmission [8].
For the k-th user ( k = 1,2, ,...., Q ), the input bit stream
symbol is passed through a bit-to-symbol mapping process.
The M s data symbol sequence is then grouped into blocks
of size x m . These data blocks are transformed into the
frequency domain using an M-point FFT, leading
to X m = FM x m as in Eq. (2).

FFT{x m } = X

(k )
m

=

1
M

M −1

∑x

m

e

−j

2π
nm
M

Fig. 2: Block diagram of Cyclic Prefix insertion.

(2)

y (t ) = x(t ) ∗ h(t )

n=0

(3)

The SC-FDMA symbol in the time domain of length N
vector
x = [ x1 x 2 x3 ........ x N ]T
(4)

with n, m = 1,2,......., M . FM represents the normalized
M × M FFT matrix. The data symbols from the FFT are
then mapped/permuted across the entire channel spectrum,
where N > M and N = Q' M . Here Q' is an integer that
represents the spreading factor. It is commonly known as
the symbol bandwidth expansion factor. This is effectively
the number of simultaneous users that the system can
support in a single SC-FDMA symbol [16]. Since wireless
communication systems are susceptible to multipath
components, a cyclic prefix (CP) is added into each
transmitted block prior to transmission to remove ISI. As
shown in Fig. 2, the CP is a repetition of the last part of the
symbol which is then added as a prefix to the start of the
symbol. Although this is performed at the expense of
transmission bandwidth, the CP prevents interference from

The channel is known by a channel impulse response
(CIR) where

h = [h1 h2 h3 ........ hL ]T

(5)

and contains L equally spaced time-domain taps. Thus,
y = h⊗x

(6)

y1 = x1, 2 h0 + x P ,1h1 + x P −1,1h2 + ..... + x P −CP +1,1hL
y 2 = x 2, 2 h0 + x1, 2 h1 + x P ,1h2 + x P −1,1h3 + ..... + x P −CP + 2, 2
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(8)

Fig. 3 The cyclic prefix creates a circular convolution at the receiver even though the actual channel causes a linear
convolution.

[

As explained in Eq. 8 and illustrated in Fig. 3, the interblock interference (IBI) caused by time x(t-1) can be
eliminated by copy the last symbol of length CP and
appended to the front of the block. Mathematically TCP x
represents the extended SC-FDMA symbol, where x and
TCP are defined as follows:

x CP = [ x N −CP

0 CP×( K −CP ) I CP×CP 
TCP = 

0 K ×K


x N −CP +1 L x N x1 L x N ]T

Τ
~) ;
S = 0 ( s −1) M ×M ; (u M ) Τ ;0 Q~×M ; (u M
s +Q

;....; u Τs + MQ~ ;0 (Q '−Q~ ) M ×M

]

(12)

where u kK denotes the unit column vector of length K ,
~
with all zero entries except at k . Q and k denote the start
of the user’s subcarrier spacing for DFDMA.

(9)
(10)

In SC-FDMA, the FFT output of the data symbols is
mapped to a subset of subcarriers in a process known as
subcarrier mapping, or subcarrier permutation. The
subcarrier mapping transform matrix is denoted by S . For
each block of M data samples, S maps the corresponding
M frequency
components
of
the
block,
X = [ X 0 , X 1 ,............., X M −1 ]T onto a set of M active subcarriers selected from a total of N subcarriers, where Q'
is the spreading factor, Q' = N / M and Q’ > 1. The
remaining N − M subcarriers are used by other uplink
users. Subcarrier mapping can be classified into localized
and distributed mapping, known as LFDMA and DFDMA
as shown in Fig. 4. The mapping matrices for LFDMA and
DFDMA are given in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) respectively.

[

S = 0 ( k −1) M ×M ; I M ; 0 ( N −kM ) M

]

Fig. 4 An example of different subcarrier mapping modes;
LFDMA, DFDMA, and IFDMA for N= 64, M = 12 with
subcarrier spreading factor, Q’ = 4.

(11)
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At the receiver, the CP is removed following symbol
synchronization. The SC-FDMA time-domain symbol is
then converted into the frequency domain via an N-point
FFT. In the demodulator, only N of the M modulated
subcarriers at the output of the FFT correspond to a given
user. The N values are then equalized (in the frequency
domain) and passed through an M-point IFFT to recover
the original data block. The IFFT matrix is denoted by FN−1 ,
where

IFFT{S m } = s n =

1
N

N -1

∑

−j

Sme

2π
nm
N

.

depend on the baseband modulation scheme, e.g. highlevel QAM has higher PAPR than low-level QAM.

(13)

n =0

Fig.5 Pulse Shaping via Frequency Domain Spectrum
Shaping

4.0 FREQUENCY DOMAIN SPECTRUM SHAPING
The traditional time domain pulse shaping filter is
used to band limit the transmit signal, whereas the
frequency domain spectrum shaping process is applied to
reduce PAPR. In this paper, frequency domain spectrum
shaping (FDSS) is implemented in the frequency domain
as shown in Fig. 5. Pulse shaping for SC-FDMA is
performed using root-raised cosine (RRC) filter in the
frequency domain. RRC filter is a modified type of raised
cosine (RC) filter, which is derived by taking the square
root of the frequency response of the raised cosine filter. It
is used at both side in the transmitter and receiver of the
communication systems. The mathematical equation for
the frequency domain representations of RC and RRC filter
is shown below in Eq. (14) and Eq. (15).

Let M d denote the number of used subcarriers (number
of data symbol) and M the number of user subcarriers,
where M ≥ M d . The data symbols in the frequency
domain are then denoted as in Eq. (16).

X = [ X 0 , X 1 ,........, X M d −1 ]T

Prior to spectrum shaping, the frequency domain data
symbols are up-sampled using a spectrum duplication
block, i.e
X SD = ΦX
(17)
where Φ is a M d × M

xrc (t ) =

sin πt / Ts cos(παt / Ts )
πt / Ts 1 − (2αt / Ts ) 2

t
πt
sin( ~ (1 − α )) + 4α ~ . cos( ~ (1 + α ))
T
T
T
xrrc (t ) =
πt
16α 2t 2
~ (1 − ~ 2 )
T
T

(16)

spectrum duplication matrix

given as in Eq. (18).

(14)

 0 M ×( M − M )
a
 e
Φ=

I Me


πt

(15)

where M e = ( M − M d ) / 2 .

~
where T is the symbol duration of the transmitted symbol
~
xn and α is the roll-off factor.




0 M e ×( M d − M e ) 
I Me

I Md

Hence

the

(18)

up-sampled

frequency domain symbols are given by Eq. (19).

X SD = [ X ( M d − M e ) ,......, X ( M d −1) ,

The FFSS is implemented after the FFT and prior
to the subcarrier mapping process by element-wise
multiplication with the spectrum repetition of the desired
pulse shaping filter. The transmit symbols in conventional
single carrier (SC) systems are the actual modulated data
symbols, i.e. x SC (q) = x(q) , where q =0,1,2,.., Q−1
(assuming block-based transmission). After oversampling
the transmit symbols, the peak and the output transmit
signal amplitude does not diverge from the average
transmit signal amplitude compare to OFDM signals.
Therefore SC systems have a lower PAPR than MC
systems. However, the PAPR of SC transmit signals is

X T , X 0 ,....., X M e −1 ]T

(19)

The up-sampled symbol data is filtered via frequency
domain spectrum shaping using an RRC response. Let Λ
denote the frequency domain spectrum shaping matrix
where Λ is a M sub × M sub diagonal matrix with its k-th
diagonal entry being the k-th spectrum shaping filter
coefficient. The spectrum shaped frequency domain
symbols are given by Eq. (20).

X M = ΛX SD
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256 are used. For the time domain pulse shaping filter, the
CCDF of the PAPR for localized and distributed SCFDMA with different subcarrier mapping schemes using
QPSK and 16QAM modulation are shown in Fig. 7.

5.0 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Error Performance Results
Figs. 6a and 6b show the packet error rate (PER)
performance of SISO scenario in LTE uplink for LFDMA
and DFDMA SC-FDMA signal in the urban macro
scenario, respectively. From the PER figures for both
mapping schemes, the user will be out of service when the
SNR is below 0dB while the user will be at the highest
MCS approximately at 15dB and 13dB for LFDMA and
DFDMA respectively (PER of 10%). It can be seen that the
DFDMA outperform LFDMA for almost all modes.

0
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LFDMA (α=0.2)
P r(P A P R >P A P R 0 )

-1
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0

PER
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-1
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0

5

10
15
SNR (dB)

20

25
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-1

-5
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5
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15
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DFDMA (α=0.2)
DFDMA (α=0.1)
-3

10

DFDMA (α=0)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

LFDMA is shown to have the same low-PAPR since
their output transmit signals are SC signals. SC-FDMA
exhibits a lower PAPR compared to OFDMA because of
its single carrier structure. It also can be seen that the
modulation scheme does not change the PAPR of OFDMA
signals, since its high-PAPR is due to the summation of
random data symbols regardless of the phase shifts
(different subcarrier mapping schemes lead to different
phase-shifted data symbols being summed up).

30

Unlike OFDMA, the PAPR of the SC-FDMA
waveform is sensitive to the choice of input constellation
due to the single carrier structure of SC-FDMA. The
frequency-domain subcarriers in SC-FDMA are modulated
by the FFT spread time-domain symbols. Hence, when the
IFFT process is applied, the resulting time-domain
waveform is simply an up-sampled version of the original
symbol modulated sequence. Hence, the PAPR for QPSK
modulated SC-FDMA is higher than 16QAM modulated
SCFDMA. As LFDMA and DFDMA have the same
PAPR, only the LFDMA results are shown. Although
16QAM gives higher PAPR than QPSK in LFDMA
systems, 16QAM LFDMA signals still provide
approximately 2dB of PAPR improvement over OFDMA
signals. As in Fig. 8, LFDMA provide approximately
3.4dB and 2dB of PAPR improvement over OFDMA using
QPSK and 16QAM modulation respectively. Therefore,
they SC-FDMA signal is well-suited for power-efficient
uplink transmission.

-2

10

DFDMA (α=0.5)

-2

10

Fig. 7 PAPR comparison of LFDMA and DFDMA with
16QAM modulation using RC via FDSS at α = 0, 0.1, 0.2
and 0.5.

Mode1
Mode2
Mode3
Mode4
Mode5
Mode6

10

LFDMA (α=0)

PAPRo (dB)

Distributed

0

LFDMA (α=0.1)

-4

Fig. 6a PER Performance for different MCS for LFDMA.

10

10

10

-2

10

LFDMA (α=0.5)

30

Fig. 6b PER Performance for different MCS for DFDMA.

5.2 Performance Relative to PAPR
In this paper as previously mentioned, oversampling
the digital samples at the modulator output is performed
via frequency domain zero-padding, and an oversampling
rate of 4 is used [12]. To produce sufficiently accurate
CCDF curves, 2,000 independent transmission blocks are
simulated. In the following simulation, N = 1024 and M =
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Fig. 10 shows the simulation results for 16QAM
modulation of LFDMA when RRC via FDSS is used. It
can be seen that 99.9% of LFDMA SC-FDMA
transmission blocks have a PAPR less than 5.3dB. The
back-off can be set to this value to ensure that the PA
operates in the linear region 99.9% of time. Results have
shown that a PAPR reduction of 1.9 dB can be achieved
for 16QAM when RRC frequency domain spectral shaping
filter with roll-off factor of 0.5 is applied.

0
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LFDMA (16QAM)
LFDMA (QPSK)
OFDMA (16QAM)
OFDMA (QPSK)

-1

Pr(PAPR>PAPR 0 )

10

-2
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0

10
-3

Pr(PAPR>PAPR0)

10

-4

10

4

6

8

10

12

14

PAPRo [dB]

Fig. 8 PAPR comparison of LFDMA and OFDMA with
QPSK and 16QAM at α=0.5.
The impact of pulse shaping is also illustrated in Fig. 9
for the case where the RC filter is implemented as a time
domain signal after CP insertion and oversampling. It
shows that the PAPR is reduced as the roll-off factor
increases, and LFDMA and DFDMA transmit signals have
the same PAPR. It is shown that the PAPR reduction for
16QAM is 6.4dB at α = 0.5. Fig. 9 compares the PAPR of
LFDMA with FDSS and time domain spectrum shaping for
16QAM modulation at α=0.5 using RC pulse shaping
filter. It can be seen that the LFDMA SC-FDMA signal
provide approximately 2.8dB of PAPR improvement
compared to LFDMA using time domain pulse shaping.
The PAPR of SC-FDMA signal with RRC via FDSS is
further investigated.

RRC SC-FDMA
RC SC-FDMA
OFDMA
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10

-2

10

1.9dB

-3

10
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2

4

6
PAPR (dB)

8

10
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Fig.10 PAPR comparison of LFDMA SC-FDMA
employed RC and RRC via FDSS with 16QAM signaling
at α = 0.5.
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Fig. 11: Comparison of PAPR and bandwidth efficiency
via RRC spectrum shaping at α = 0.5 with 16QAM
modulation where the number of transmit data symbols,
M d = 210, 225 and 256.

10

2.8dB

-3

10

For convenience, the PAPR results and the
corresponding bandwidth efficiencies are summarized in
Fig. 11. The bar chart shows the comparison of PAPR and
bandwidth efficiency using RRC spectrum shaping at α =
0.5 with 16QAM modulation where the number of transmit
data symbols is 210, 225 and 256 giving bandwidth
efficiency of 82%, 87.9% and 100% respectively. The
figure shows that the bandwidth efficiency is increased as
the PAPR increases.
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Fig. 9 PAPR of SC-FDMA for LFDMA employed RC via
FDSS and time domain pulse shaping with 16QAM
signaling at α = 0.5.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The interrelationship between PAPR, bandwidth
efficiency, probability of bit error and packet error rate has
been presented. Performance results have been analyzed
for 3GPP LTE standard and for all transmission modes for
the case of transmission over SCME channel. There is a
difference between the time domain pulse shaping used in
traditional single carrier systems and the frequency domain
spectrum shaping used in SC-FDMA. For frequency
domain SC-FDMA signals the abrupt discontinuity at the
spectrum edges gives rise to a large variation in the
continuous transmits signal waveform. The use of
additional subcarriers to smooth the transition bandwidth
through frequency domain spectrum shaping has been
shown to smooth the transmit signal waveform. The
resulting PAPR reduction can be used to enhance handset
power efficiency, or alternatively to improve uplink
throughput and/or operating range. Hence, the results show
that a tradeoff exists between PAPR and bandwidth
efficiency making the choice of filter and radio resource
algorithm critical in SC-FDMA systems such as LTE.
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